GUIDE TO ABSTRACTS
UCB is looking forward to connecting with you at the AES2020 virtual event taking place December 4-8, 2020.

Come visit the UCB booth in the Premier Exhibitor Hall.

Get your picture taken with the Canine Assistants celebrities in our virtual photo booth!

At UCB, patients are at the heart of all we do.
ADVANCING TREATMENT IN PGTCS:
THE NEXT CHAPTER IN THE LEGACY OF VIMPAT (lacosamide)®

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
• Understand the unmet needs of patients living with IGE and PGTCS, presented by Dr Chung
• Explore the innovative patient-centric ‘time to event’ trial design for VIMPAT in patients living with IGE and PGTCS, presented by Dr French
• Share results of the adjunctive VIMPAT Phase 3, randomized controlled trial in patients with IGE and PGTCS, presented by Dr Vossler and Dr Piña-Garza

INDICATION
VIMPAT® is indicated for the treatment of partial-onset seizures in patients 4 years of age and older.
VIMPAT is indicated as adjunctive therapy in the treatment of primary generalized tonic-clonic seizures in patients 4 years of age and older.

IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION
VIMPAT is associated with important warnings and precautions including suicidal behavior and ideation, dizziness and ataxia, cardiac rhythm and conduction abnormalities, syncope, and Drug Reaction with Eosinophilia and Systemic Symptoms (DRESS), also known as multi-organ hypersensitivity.

Partial-Onset Seizures
In the adult adjunctive placebo-controlled trials for partial-onset seizures, the most common adverse reactions (>10% and greater than placebo) were dizziness, headache, nausea, and diplopia. In the adult monotherapy clinical trial, adverse reactions were generally similar to those observed and attributed to drug in adjunctive placebo-controlled trials, with the exception of insomnia (observed at a higher rate of ≥2%). Pediatric adverse reactions were similar to those seen in adult patients.

Primary Generalized Tonic-Clonic Seizures (PGTCS)
In the adjunctive therapy placebo-controlled trial for primary generalized tonic-clonic seizures, the adverse reactions were generally similar to those that occurred in the partial-onset seizures trials. The adverse reactions most commonly reported were dizziness, somnolence, headache, and nausea.

VIMPAT is a Schedule V controlled substance.
Please refer to the full Prescribing Information.

Disclaimer: Opinions presented during this Industry-Sponsored Satellite Educational Activity are those of the speakers and/or the sponsor and/or the accredited provider of continuing medical education, and are not a reflection of American Epilepsy Society opinions, nor are they supported, sponsored, or endorsed by the American Epilepsy Society.
THE MODERN UTILIZATION OF STIRIPENTOL IN THE UNITED STATES

Monday, December 7th
8:00 AM – 5:00 PM EST

Visit the BIOCODEX scientific exhibit to see a range of international posters and clinical data detailing the historic and modern usage of stiripentol.
Virtual Scientific Exhibit and Posters

Because there’s still work to be done

Monday, December 7, 2020
2:00 PM – 5:00 PM EST

Access the Virtual Scientific Exhibit at: aes2020.hubb.me

Featuring poster presentations on cenobamate, including information on:

- Mechanism of action
- Clinical pharmacology
- Clinical efficacy and safety
HENRY'S GOAL
IS TO BE CLEAR AND
IN CONTROL.

With controlled drug delivery over 24 hours and demonstrated safety and efficacy, Oxtellar XR is a proven partial-onset seizure medication for patients like Henry.¹⁶ Consider making Oxtellar XR your sodium channel blocker* of choice for partial-onset seizures.

For more information, visit our AES2020 virtual booth or www.OxtellarXRhcp.com/tradeshow.

INDICATION
Oxtellar XR® is indicated for the treatment of partial-onset seizures in patients 6 years of age and older.

CONTRAINDICATIONS
Oxtellar XR is contraindicated in patients with a known hypersensitivity to oxcarbazepine, or to any of the components of Oxtellar XR, or to eslicarbazepine acetate. Reactions have included anaphylaxis and angioedema.

Please refer to the brief summary of full Prescribing Information on the adjacent pages, or visit www.OxtellarXRhcp.com.

Oxtellar XR is a registered trademark of Supernus Pharmaceuticals, Inc. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

© 2020 Supernus Pharmaceuticals, Inc. All rights reserved. SPN.OXT.2020-0106
The use of HLA-B*1502 genotyping has important limitations and does not outweigh the risks. Consideration should also be given to avoid the use of other drugs associated with SJS/TEN in HLA-B*1502 positive patients.

The frequency of HLA-B*1502 allele ranges from 2 to 12% in Han Chinese. In patients receiving Oxtellar XR® in clinical studies discontinued treatment because of an adverse event. The adverse event frequency cannot be directly compared between the two groups.

Most Common Adverse Reactions Reported by Adult Patients Receiving Oxtellar XR® in Clinical Studies

In a pharmacokinetic study in 18 pediatric patients including patients 6 to 17 years of age with partial-onset seizures treated with different formulations of Oxtellar XR®, adverse reactions were observed in 72% of patients seen in association with Oxtellar XR® similar to those seen in adults. Reactions in Immediate-Release Oxcarbazepine

Conclusion

Most Common Adverse Reactions Reported by Adult Patients Receiving Oxtellar XR® in Clinical Studies
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Oxtellar XR is a sustained-release oxcarbazepine formulation that is preferred by some because of its lower incidence of rash and narrower therapeutic index compared to oxcarbazepine.

Among treated patients in a controlled trial of adjunctive therapy with Oxtellar XR and other AEDs, 73% of patients aged 12 years and older reported at least one AE. The majority of AEs were of mild to moderate severity, with 3.2% of patients discontinued treatment because of an adverse event. The adverse event frequency cannot be directly compared between the two groups.

Design of the Study

As with most AEs, Oxtellar XR® should be withdrawn gradually because of the risk of increased seizure frequency and status epilepticus. It is important to note that early manifestations of the serious skin reactions following rechallenge with immediate-release oxcarbazepine has also been reported. There is no clear data on the rate of TEN in patients associated with immediate-release oxcarbazepine use, which is generally accepted to be an underreporting bias. Although most cases of TEN have been reported in patients receiving immediate-release oxcarbazepine, delayed-type hypersensitivity reactions have occurred in immediate-release oxcarbazepine-treated patients who developed hyponatremia were asymptomatic in clinical trials. However, severe hyponatremia (serum sodium levels < 120 mEq/L) requiring discontinuation from treatment, while 2 other patients receiving 1000 mg experienced serum sodium concentrations low enough (128 and 138 mEq/L) to require discontinuation from treatment.

To monitor for potential hepatic dysfunction, serum transaminases should be measured at baseline and at regular intervals during treatment with Oxtellar XR®. The incidence of ADRs associated with immediate-release oxcarbazepine use is low (5% to 15%), and those related to changes in liver function are rare. Therefore, the use of Oxtellar XR® in clinical trials showed that the risk of suicidal thoughts or behavior was generally consistent among drugs in the data analyzed. The finding of increased risk of AEs with varying mechanisms of action and across a range of indications suggests that the risk applies to all AEDs used for any indication. The risk of suicidal thoughts or behavior has been observed as an early as one week after starting drug treatment with AEDs and persisted for the duration of treatment assessed. Because most trials included in the meta-analysis excluded patients who had seizures within 24 weeks, the risk of suicidal thoughts or behavior beyond 24 weeks could not be assessed.

The risk of suicidal thoughts or behavior was generally consistent among drugs in the data analyzed. The finding of increased risk of AEs with varying mechanisms of action and across a range of indications suggests that the risk applies to all AEDs used for any indication. The risk of suicidal thoughts or behavior has been observed as an early as one week after starting drug treatment with AEDs and persisted for the duration of treatment assessed. Because most trials included in the meta-analysis excluded patients who had seizures within 24 weeks, the risk of suicidal thoughts or behavior beyond 24 weeks could not be assessed.

The risk of suicidal thoughts or behavior was generally consistent among drugs in the data analyzed. The finding of increased risk of AEs with varying mechanisms of action and across a range of indications suggests that the risk applies to all AEDs used for any indication. The risk of suicidal thoughts or behavior has been observed as an early as one week after starting drug treatment with AEDs and persisted for the duration of treatment assessed. Because most trials included in the meta-analysis excluded patients who had seizures within 24 weeks, the risk of suicidal thoughts or behavior beyond 24 weeks could not be assessed.

The risk of suicidal thoughts or behavior was generally consistent among drugs in the data analyzed. The finding of increased risk of AEs with varying mechanisms of action and across a range of indications suggests that the risk applies to all AEDs used for any indication. The risk of suicidal thoughts or behavior has been observed as an early as one week after starting drug treatment with AEDs and persisted for the duration of treatment assessed. Because most trials included in the meta-analysis excluded patients who had seizures within 24 weeks, the risk of suicidal thoughts or behavior beyond 24 weeks could not be assessed.

The risk of suicidal thoughts or behavior was generally consistent among drugs in the data analyzed. The finding of increased risk of AEs with varying mechanisms of action and across a range of indications suggests that the risk applies to all AEDs used for any indication. The risk of suicidal thoughts or behavior has been observed as an early as one week after starting drug treatment with AEDs and persisted for the duration of treatment assessed. Because most trials included in the meta-analysis excluded patients who had seizures within 24 weeks, the risk of suicidal thoughts or behavior beyond 24 weeks could not be assessed.

The risk of suicidal thoughts or behavior was generally consistent among drugs in the data analyzed. The finding of increased risk of AEs with varying mechanisms of action and across a range of indications suggests that the risk applies to all AEDs used for any indication. The risk of suicidal thoughts or behavior has been observed as an early as one week after starting drug treatment with AEDs and persisted for the duration of treatment assessed. Because most trials included in the meta-analysis excluded patients who had seizures within 24 weeks, the risk of suicidal thoughts or behavior beyond 24 weeks could not be assessed.

The risk of suicidal thoughts or behavior was generally consistent among drugs in the data analyzed. The finding of increased risk of AEs with varying mechanisms of action and across a range of indications suggests that the risk applies to all AEDs used for any indication. The risk of suicidal thoughts or behavior has been observed as an early as one week after starting drug treatment with AEDs and persisted for the duration of treatment assessed. Because most trials included in the meta-analysis excluded patients who had seizures within 24 weeks, the risk of suicidal thoughts or behavior beyond 24 weeks could not be assessed.
extrapyramidal disorder, feeling drunk, hemiplegia, hypereosinophilia, hyper- flexia, hypotonia, hypoglycemia, hypophrenia, hypothermia, hydrosis, decreased visual acuity, rash, injection, pain, muscle contractions involuntary, neurosis, neuralgia, ocular gestic, panic disorder, parathesis, paranoia, person disorder, psychosis, ptosis, stupor, tetany, tickling, tremor, ulcers, urticaria, vasodilatation, vasodilatation, venous insufficiency, Plugging.

Skin:
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Headache: 1%, 2%, 3%, 1%; Dizziness: 1%, 2%, 3%, 1%; Dry mouth: 1%, 2%, 3%, 1%; Weight decrease: 1%, 2%, 3%, 1%; Weight decrease: 1%, 2%, 3%, 1%; Weight increase: 1%, 2%, 3%, 1%; Feeling abnormal: 1%, 2%, 3%, 1%; Tinnitus: 1%, 2%, 3%, 1%; Tinnitus: 1%, 2%, 3%, 1%; Vision blurred: 1%, 4%, 3%; Visual impairment: 1%, 3%, 0%.
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GET TO KNOW NOBELPHARMA AMERICA

OUR MISSION IS TO CONTRIBUTE TO SOCIETY BY PROVIDING CRITICAL BUT NEGLECTED PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICAL DEVICES.

We are committed to helping patients who are awaiting novel treatments for their specific diseases. We anticipate our first US approval of a product to help patients with facial angiofibromas associated with tuberous sclerosis complex.

PLEASE VISIT OUR VIRTUAL BOOTH at https://nobelpharma.exhibitcast.net/nobelpharmaamerica/ or visit www.nobelpharma-us.com
NOW IS THE TIME TO STEP INTO THEIR SHOES AND START SEEING THINGS FROM ANOTHER PERSPECTIVE.
STEPINTOXCOPRI.com
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*AES2020 is running on EASTERN TIME for its entire event. The time listed for all events and activities in this book is Eastern Time.*
Each year the American Epilepsy Society provides both venue and audience for researchers to share emerging science in a timely and succinct format. At AES2020, more than 1,000 epilepsy-related studies will be available for attendee review in the poster hall.

Posters at AES2020 cover a wide range of topics and methodologies. The AES Scientific Program Committee, chaired by Edward J. Novotny, MD, FAES and Viji Santhakumar, PhD, reviews and rates abstract submissions based on scientific merit, breadth of audience interest, and quality of presentation.

Top-rated abstracts in selected categories are considered for abstract awards. A list of the AES2020 abstract awardees can be found on the AES2020 website.

The 2020 Guide to Abstracts provides an easy-to-use index to AES posters and authors. In addition, a searchable index supported by Greenwich Biosciences, Inc. can be found on the AES2020 website. It includes more than 20,000 abstracts from the past twenty AES annual meetings.

Many thanks to the basic, translational, and clinical researchers who are advancing epilepsy science and sharing their work through the American Epilepsy Society.

ABOUT AES
Dedicated to eradicating epilepsy and its consequences

AES is a medical and scientific society that provides professionals working in epilepsy with the resources needed to deliver unparalleled patient care, advance their research efforts, and make a difference for people living with epilepsy. For nearly 85 years, AES has provided a dynamic global forum where professionals from across the field of epilepsy can learn, network, and collaborate.

AES®
AMERICAN EPILEPSY SOCIETY
aesnet.org

Executive Office
135 South LaSalle Street
Suite 2850
Chicago, IL 60603
(312) 883-3800
Good morning!

As we embrace five December days together, apart, the American Epilepsy Society Board of Directors joins me in warmly welcoming you and the entire epilepsy professional community to AES2020, our new virtual event.

Despite challenges we all continue to face, at AES we are focused, as always, on bringing you the best meeting ever. Our Annual Meeting Committee volunteers, under the leadership of Dr. Barbara Jobst, set the bar high for AES2020: nothing but the gold standard in epilepsy education and science, with a variety of ways for our collegial, collaborative epilepsy community to find each other and enjoy time together.

They have delivered. As you explore what AES2020 brings to your fingertips and airpods, remember that professionals from all realms of epilepsy will be with you—neuroscientists, clinical researchers, clinicians, industry specialists, patient advocates, and others—who hail from all fifty states and all over the world. This mix of professionals fosters connections and inspiration, which in turn can lead to advances in the diagnosis, treatment, and quality of life for people with epilepsy.

No matter where and how we meet, our Society’s role in bringing together the best minds, the best ideas, and the best science is a constant.

The booklet you are reading spotlights our achievements and efforts as a community. It is an easy way to skim through all the poster titles and authors (great science, great minds) and have it handy whenever you need it after the event is over. You can also search abstracts online, along with finding in-depth descriptions of all the programming offered at AES2020. Visit meeting.aesnet.org/program. You will also find full session descriptions on our virtual platform after you sign in.

Thank you for joining us and thank you for taking the time to learn how our virtual platform can give you the learning and experience you need to advance your own work—during our meeting dates of December 4th through 8th, and then for ninety days after that when you will be able to access all the on-demand content.

No airplanes! No hotel rooms! No box lunches or convention center coffee! Just fabulous content and people. Welcome to AES2020.

Sincerely,

William Davis Gaillard, MD, FAES
President
American Epilepsy Society
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The American Epilepsy Society is proud to present special lectures recognizing the accomplishments of distinguished leaders in clinical epilepsy and research.

18th Judith Hoyer Lecture in Epilepsy: Status Epilepticus – Progress and Challenges  
*Presented by Shlomo Shinnar, MD, PhD, FAES*  
Friday, December 4 | 2:15 – 3:45 PM

Epilepsy in the Time of COVID  
*Chaired by R. Edward Hogan, MD and Barbara C. Jobst, MD, PhD, FAES*  
Saturday, December 5 | 9:00 – 10:30 AM

Space and Time in the Medial and Lateral Entorhinal Cortex (during Hot Topics Symposium)  
*Presented by Edvard Moser, PhD, winner of the 2014 Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine along with May-Britt Moser and John O’Keefe for their discoveries of cells that constitute a positioning system in the brain*  
Saturday, December 5 | 2:00 – 4:30 PM

Dialogues to Transform Epilepsy  
*Chaired by Jaideep Kapur, MD, PhD*  
Monday, December 7 | 2:30 – 4:30 PM

Partners Against Mortality in Epilepsy (PAME): The Quest Continues  
*Featuring presentations by Elizabeth Donner, MD, MSc, FRCP; Daniel Friedman, MD; Torbjörn Tomson, MD, PhD; and Kristina Simeone, PhD*  
Monday, December 7 | 2:30 – 4:30 PM

Lombroso Lecture: Intrinsic Brain Networks and Epilepsy – The Next Era of Advanced MR Imaging  
*Presented by Professor Graeme Jackson, BSc (Hons), MBBS, FRACP, MD*  
Monday, December 7 | 5:00 – 6:30 PM

---

**2020 AES Fellows Program**

Welcome 2020 Fellows! More than 100 clinical and postdoctoral fellows have been given support to attend AES2020, with expanded programming and mentorship this year.

Participants will:  
- Learn about advances in care and research  
- Engage with expert mentors and peers  
- Participate in newly expanded sessions on career skills and career pathways

The 2020 AES Fellows Program is supported in part by educational grants from:  
- Upsher-Smith Laboratories, LLC  
- Greenwich Biosciences, Inc.  
- Supernus Pharmaceuticals, Inc.  
- SK Life Science, Inc.

---

**Thank you for your generosity!**

Many thanks to AES members and supporters who further the Society’s mission with their philanthropic gifts. AES recognizes and deeply appreciates the generosity of all donors and contributors.

**PLANNED GIFTS**  
Make a lasting impact during and beyond your lifetime

**NAMED FUNDS**  
Support fellowships, research grants and travel awards

**ANNUAL FUND**  
Put your dollars to work today where the need is greatest

Learn more and donate at [aesnet.org/impact](http://aesnet.org/impact)
VIRTUAL POSTER HALL SCHEDULE

Saturday, December 5

Author Present: 9:00 – 10:30 AM
Platform A: 2:00 – 3:30 PM
Platform B: 6:00 – 7:30 PM

Sunday, December 6

Author Present: 12:00 – 1:30 PM, 5:15 – 6:45 PM
Poster Tours (four concurrent): 12:15 – 1:15 PM
Platform C: 1:45 – 3:15 PM
Platform D: 3:45 – 5:15 PM

Monday, December 7

Author Present: 9:00 – 10:30 AM, 1:30 – 3:00 PM
Poster Tours (five concurrent): 1:00 – 2:00 PM
Pediatric Highlights: 2:30 – 4:00 PM
Platform E: 2:30 – 4:00 PM
Platform F: 6:30 – 8:00 PM
PAME Poster Tour: 5:30 – 6:30 PM

More than just AES2020

AES offers year-round online education to assist epilepsy professionals in staying ahead of the curve and fulfilling continuing education requirements. These resources are available both live and on-demand to suit your needs!

- Webinars
- Self-assessment Activities
- Performance Improvement Continuing Medical Education Activities
- Fellowship Curriculum
- EPIPORT Clinical Research Training
- Annual Meeting recordings
... and so much more

Visit aesnet.org/education to learn more.

New AES Resources for Training in Clinical Research

The EPIPORT Online Clinical Research Curriculum offers introductory training on key concepts in epilepsy clinical research with 28 online, on-demand modules.

The AES Mentorship Program for Clinical Research provides targeted mentorship for investigators looking to hone their skills in clinical research grantsmanship.

More information is available at aesnet.org/clinical-science

The AES EPIPORT Online Clinical Research Curriculum and the AES Mentorship Program for Clinical Research are supported in part by an educational grant from Eisai Inc.

AES2020 is running on EASTERN TIME for its entire event. The time listed for all events and activities in this book is Eastern Time.
SCIENTIFIC EXHIBITS

These exhibits will provide AES2020 attendees an opportunity to stay up-to-date on the latest epilepsy-related research. Company scientists will be present throughout the exhibits.

Sunday, December 6, 8:00 – 11:00 AM
Research Updates from Eisai
Eisai Inc.
UCB: Inspiring Confidence through the Epilepsy Journey
UCB, Inc.
Zogenix Scientific Poster Exhibit Low-Dose Fenfluramine: An Update on Mechanisms, Efficacy, and Safety in the Treatment of Epileptic Encephalopathies
Zogenix, Inc.

Monday, December 7, 8:00 AM – 5:00 PM
The Modern Utilization of Stiripentol in the US
Biocodex, Inc.

Monday, December 7, 8:00 – 11:00 AM
Epidiolex®: The Only FDA-Approved Cannabidiol Treatment
Greenwich Biosciences, Inc.
Ganaxolone for the Treatment of Refractory Seizure Disorders
Marinus Pharmaceuticals, Inc.

Monday, December 7, 2:00 – 5:00 PM
SK life science Special Scientific Exhibit and Posters
SK life sciences, Inc.
Saturday, December 5

Poster Author Hour 1
9:00 – 10:30 AM EST

BASIC MECHANISMS

Epileptogenesis of Acquired Epilepsies

1. STAT3 knock-down reduces epilepsy severity, cognitive co-morbidities and transcriptomic changes in a mouse model of TLE | A. Tipton; K. Hixson; Y. Cruz Del Angel; J. Carlsen; D. Strode; N. Busquet; M. Mesches; S. Russek; A. Brooks-Kayal

2. 5HT2A receptor antagonist ketanserin reversed the suppressant effects of 5-HTP on seizure-induced respiratory arrest in the DBA/1 mouse SUDEP model | Y. Shen; H. Ma; X. Lian; L. Gu; Q. Yu; J. Sun; Y. Shen; Y. Zhou; H. Zhang

3. Reactivity and Increased Proliferation of NG2 cells Following Viral Infection and Acute Seizures | L. Bell; K. Wilcox

4. Trauma-induced TRPC cation channel plasticity promotes neuronal hyperexcitability and seizure | C. Carver; H. DeWitt; A. Stoja; M. Shapiro

Epileptogenesis of Genetic Epilepsies

5. Cortico-hippocampal circuit dysfunction in a mouse model of Dravet syndrome | J. Mattis; J. Yom; K. Goff; N. Sotuyo; K. Kaneko; H. Feng; A. Somarowthu; E. Goldberg

6. Epileptic Encephalopathy in Kcna1 KO Mice Disrupts Active State Organization | V. Krishnan; C. Schirmer; M. Jankovic; P. Kapadia; J. Bass

7. Neocortical parvalbumin-positive fast-spiking GABAergic interneurons exhibit persistent deficits in axonal function in an experimental mouse model of Dravet syndrome (Scn1a+/- mice) | K. Kaneko; E. Goldberg

8. Sodium channel SCN8A: mapping of a genetic modifier | W. Yu; S. Hill; J. Xenakis; F. Pardo-Manuel de Villena; J. Wagner; M. Meisler

9. Modeling STRADA-related mTORopathy using stem cell derived cerebral organoids | L. Dang; S. Vaid; G. Lin; P. Swaminathan; J. Safran; M. Lee; T. Glenn; F. Majolo; P. Crino; J. Parent

Electrophysiology/High-Frequency Oscillations

10. Selective disruption of declarative memory signals in the epileptic human medial temporal lobe | S. Lee; N. Chandravadia; C. Reed; J. Chung; I. Ross; A. Mamelak; U. Rutishause

11. Four-dimensional atlas of saccadic suppression in the human brain | H. Ono; M. Sonoda; B. Silverstein; K. Sonoda; T. Kubota; A. Luat; S. Sood; E. Asan

12. Virtual Mapping of Interictal Ripples and their Propagation Onset Predicts Epilepsy Surgery Outcome in Children | E. Tamila; M. Matarrese; G. Ntlokeras; P. Grant; J. Madsen; S. Stufflebeam; P. Pearl; C. Papadelis
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| 133 | Efficacy and Safety of Adjunctive Perampanel in Japanese Patients with Partial-Onset or Primary Generalized Tonic-Clonic Seizures: Post Hoc Analysis of Double-Blind and Open-Label Extension Studies | A. Patten; L. Ngo; A. Salah; M. Malhotra |
| 134 | Long-term retention, efficacy and tolerability of adjunctive brivaracetam by number of lifetime antiepileptic drugs in adults with focal seizures: a post hoc analysis | S. Dimova; C. Brandt; C. Laloay; X. Nondonfaz; S. Elmoufti; P. Klein |
| 135 | Return to full baseline functionality after repeated intermittent use of midazolam nasal spray in patients with seizure clusters: post hoc analysis of an open-label extension trial | K. Detyeniecki; M. Brunnert; R. Campos; S. Dimova; J. Wheless |
| 136 | Perampanel Monotherapy for the Treatment of Epilepsy: Evidence From a Clinical Trial and Real-World Use | A. Gil-Nagel; J. Wheless; J. Kim; R. Wechsler; T. Yamamoto |
| **Cohort Studies** | | |
| 137 | Long-term Efficacy and Safety of Cannabidiol (CBD) in Patients with Tuberous Sclerosis Complex (TSC); 4-year Results from the Expanded Access Program (EAP) | A. Weinstock; E. Bebin; D. Checkettis; G. Clark; J. Szafiarski; L. Seltzer; E. Thiele; F. Sahebkar |
| 138 | Antiepileptic drugs use after responsive neurostimulation therapy | V. Jeeaneret; R. Fasano; K. Bullinger; A. Alwaki; D. Winkel; B. Cabañas; J. Willie; R. Gross; I. Karakis |
| 139 | Early Perampanel Real World Experience in Pediatrics Epilepsy in Thailand | T. Desudchat; C. Khongkhatithum; S. Viravan; P. Suwanpakdee |
| **Drug Side Effects** | | |
| 140 | Starting Stiripentol in Adults with Dravet Syndrome? Watch for Ammonia and Carnitine | Q. Zulfiqar Ali; P. Marques; A. Selvaraj; S. Tabarestani; T. Sadoway; D. Andrade |
| 141 | On the Digital Psychopharmacology of Valproic Acid in Mice: Adult and Prenatal Exposure | C. Schirmer; I. Ton; A. Tuo; M. Jankovic; P. Kapadia; V. Krishnan |
| **Other** | | |
| 142 | Brivaracetam: Long term experience in Mexico | A. Velasco; P. Saucedo |
| 143 | Patient and physician preferences in epilepsy monotherapy in a real-world study (VOTE): evidence from discrete choice experiments | F. Rosenow; Y. Winter; I. Leunikava; M. Brunnert; J. Sutphin; M. Boeri; F. Villani; C. Brandt |
| 144 | 12-month effectiveness and tolerability of brivaracetam in the real world: the international, non-interventional EXPERIENCE study | V. Villanueva; C. Di Bonaventura; E. Faught; B. Steinhoff; C. Laloay; V. Sendersky; K. Ricchetti-Masterson |
| 145 | Network Meta-analysis Comparing the Psychiatric Treatment-emergent Adverse Events of Eslicarbazepine Acetate and Brivaracetam | D. Mehta; K. Azimpour; G. Tremblay; A. Forsythe; B. Wensel; D. Sanchez; D. Andrade |
| 146 | Disease burden, healthcare resource use and healthcare costs in refractory epilepsy patients using rescue medications: retrospective cohort study | G. Pietri; J. Wilson; R. Baxter; E. Choi; H. Kim |

**SURGERY**

**Adult**

| 147 | Odor Identification Predicts Postoperative Seizure Control Following MR-Guided Laser Interstitial Thermal Therapy | R. Penn; M. Chen; B. Hwang; D. Mampre; V. Kamath; J. Kang |
148 Prognostic model for withdrawal of anti-seizure medication following epilepsy surgery in adults | C. Ferreira-Atuesta; J. De Tisi; F. Rugg-Gunn; A. McEvoy; A. Misericodi; J. Duncan; M. Koepp; M. Galovic
149 Early seizure spread and epilepsy surgery | J. Andrews; S. Ammanuel; J. Kleen; A. Khambhati; R. Knowlton; E. Chang
150 Balancing hemorrhage risk with electrode coverage: a comparison of stereoelectroencephalography to combined subdural grid and depth electrodes | J. A. Lee; N. Nichols; B. Speidel; J. Fan; R. Knowlton; E. Chang
151 High yield regions for exploration in presumed temporal lobe epilepsy - A stereo-EEG study | J. Jamy; I. Podkorytova; M. Agostini; S. Alick; R. Das; H. Dave; M. Dieppa; A. Doyle; J. Harvey; R. Hays; B. Lega; R. Zepeda; G. Perven
152 Resection of the Piriform Cortex for Temporal Lobe Epilepsy: Novel Imaging Segmentation and Surgical Application | J. Leon-Rojas; S. Iqbal; S. Vos; R. Rodionov; A. Misericodi; A. McEvoy; V. Vakharia; L. Mancini; M. Galovic; S. Ourselin; J. Cardoso; M. Koepp; J. Duncan
153 Utilization of Resting state fMRI in predicting Clinical Response to Responsive Neurostimulation in Medial Temporal Lobe Patients | P. Faroouque; J. Arora; I. Quraishi; L. Hirsch; D. Spencer; R. Constable
154 VNS and RNS Patients are Driving: The Impact of Seizure Freedom and Reduction | A. Bhraguvanshi; A. Bach; M. Hoerth; A. Crepeau; K. Noe; J. Drazkowksi; J. Sirven; R. Zimmerman

Pediatrics
155 Changes in caregiver mood and satisfaction with family relationships following pediatric resective epilepsy surgery | N. Phillips; E. Widaja; M. Smith
156 Utilization of Diagnostic Modalities in Pediatric Epilepsy Surgery: the Pediatric Epilepsy Research Consortium Epilepsy Surgery Experience | L. Wong-Kisiel; A. Alexander; P. Tatachar; S. Reddy; J. Bolton; A. Marashly; D. Depositario-Cabacar; E. Romanowski; D. Shrey; N. McNamara; S. Karia; S. Nangia; S. Patel; R. Singh; S. Shandley; S. Perry
157 The Role of a Shared Decision Making Process in Paediatric Epilepsy Surgery | M. Kregel Gratton; B. Wooten; S. DeRibaupierre; A. Andrade
158 Seizure Outcome and Complications in Surgical Treatment of Infantile Epilepsy | M. Iwasaki; K. Iijima; Y. Takayama; S. Yokosako; K. Kosugi; N. Ikegaya; N. Sumitomo; T. Saito; E. Nakagawa; Y. Kimura; Y. Kaneko; A. Takahashi; K. Sugai; T. Otsubi
159 Electrophysiological and histological abnormality extend beyond the MRI-visible bottom-of-sulcus dysplasia in children | P. Jain; A. Ochi; C. McInnis; H. Otsubo; C. Snead; E. Widaja

All Ages
160 Development of a Machine Learning Algorithm for the Early Identification of Epilepsy Surgery Candidates | B. Wissel; H. Greiner; T. Glauser; J. Pestian; A. Kemme; D. Santel; D. Ficker; F. Mangano; R. Szczesniak; J. Dexheimer
162 Resection of the EEG-fMRI peak response is needed for a good outcome in epilepsy surgery | A. Kouppan; N. von Ellenrieder; H. Khoo; N. Zazubovits; D. Nguyen; J. Hall; F. Dubeau; J. Gotman
163 Difficult-to-localize epilepsy after stereoelectroencephalography: safety, efficacy, and technique of placing additional electrodes during the same admission | A. Whiting; J. Bulacio; B. Whiting; L. Jehi; W. Bingaman

DIETARY THERAPIES (KETOGENIC, ATKINS, ETC.)
164 Leveraging the gut microbiota in pediatric refractory epilepsy: safety and feasibility of oligofructose-enriched inulin supplementation for dysbiosis and seizure control | M. Parfyonov; G. Healey; S. Crowley; K. Short; S. Sanhan; J. Appendino; B. Vallance; L. Huh
165 Caregiver Support during Dietary Therapy | G. Sarlo; K. Holton

BEHAVIOR/NEUROPSYCHOLOGY/LANGUAGE

Adult
166 Alterations in the Brain Transcriptome are Associated with Episodic Memory Dysfunction in Temporal Lobe Epilepsy | R. Busch; L. Yehia; P. Bazeley; M. Seyfi; I. Blumcke; B. Hermann; I. Najm; C. Eng
167 Adaptive Behaviour and Skill Changes in Adult Patients with Dravet Syndrome | A. Selvarajah; I. Chandran; Q. Zulfiquar Ali; P. Marques; F. Nascimento; C. Linehan; M. McAndrews; D. Andrade
168 The Memory Assessment Clinics Scale for Epilepsy (MAC-E): A Brief Measure of Subjective Cognitive Complaints in Epilepsy | M. Miller; R. Honomichl; B. Lapin; M. McAndrews; D. Andrade

Pediatrics
169 New-onset seizure in autistic patients during COVID-19 pandemic: a case series report | P. Emmady; D. Sangroula
170 Neuropsychological Predictors of Surgical Outcomes in Medically Refractory Epilepsy | E. Dennis; W. Garvey; K. Samson; M. Garlinghouse; P. Datta

Dietary Therapies (KetoGenic, Atkins, Etc.)
164 Leveraging the Gut microbiota in Pediatric refractory epilepsy: Safety and feasibility of oligofructose-enriched inulin supplementation for dysbiosis and seizure control | M. Parfyonov; G. Healey; S. Crowley; K. Short; S. Sanhan; J. Appendino; B. Vallance; L. Huh
165 Caregiver Support during Dietary Therapy | G. Sarlo; K. Holton

Behavior/Neuropsychology/Language

Adult
166 Alterations in the Brain Transcriptome are Associated with Episodic Memory Dysfunction in Temporal Lobe Epilepsy | R. Busch; L. Yehia; P. Bazeley; M. Seyfi; I. Blumcke; B. Hermann; I. Najm; C. Eng
167 Adaptive Behaviour and Skill Changes in Adult Patients with Dravet Syndrome | A. Selvarajah; I. Chandran; Q. Zulfiquar Ali; P. Marques; F. Nascimento; C. Linehan; M. McAndrews; D. Andrade
168 The Memory Assessment Clinics Scale for Epilepsy (MAC-E): A Brief Measure of Subjective Cognitive Complaints in Epilepsy | M. Miller; R. Honomichl; B. Lapin; M. McAndrews; D. Andrade

Pediatrics
169 New-onset seizure in autistic patients during COVID-19 pandemic: a case series report | P. Emmady; D. Sangroula
170 Neuropsychological Predictors of Surgical Outcomes in Medically Refractory Epilepsy | E. Dennis; W. Garvey; K. Samson; M. Garlinghouse; P. Datta
**GENETICS**

**Human Studies**

174 Identification of missense ADGRV1 mutation as a candidate genetic cause of familial febrile seizure 4 | J. Han; E. Park

175 Functional data of variants at analogous positions in sodium channel genes can serve as surrogate for variant effects in related sodium channel epilepsies | T. Feng; F. Steckler; I. Ghanty; E. Perez-Palma; D. Lal; S. Schorge; J. Symonds; S. Zuberi; A. Brunklaus

176 Whole exome sequencing with targeted gene analysis and epilepsy after acute symptomatic neonatal seizures | A. Numis; G. da Gente; E. Sherr; H. Glass

177 Microarray, gene panel or exome sequencing? Genetic Testing Strategies in Adults with Epilepsy | G. Besant; T. Sadoway; D. Andrade

178 Diagnostic Yield and Clinical Utility of Genetic Testing in Children with Seizure Onset After Two Years of Age | T. Alastalo; K. Gall; A. Singh; K. Alakurtti; E. Seppala; L. Koskinen; J. Koskenvuo; E. Izzo

179 The Contribution of Low Frequency Mosaicism to Mild Tuberous Sclerosis Complex | Z. Ye; S. Lin; X. Zhao; M. Bennett; R. Vedururu; N. Brown; V. Zhang; M. Wallis; F. Gardiner; X. Gao; J. Wu; Y. Yao; L. Li; L. Chen; S. Mullen; R. Leventer; J. Duan; A. Boys; D. Cao; G. McGillivray; C. Stutterd; Z. Hu; L. Zhang; M. Bahlo; V. Beshay; S. Berkovic; I. Scheffer; J. Liao; M. Hildebrand

**HEALTH SERVICES (DELIVERY OF CARE, ACCESS TO CARE, HEALTH CARE MODELS)**

180 Changes in the patient call volume and call characteristics to an epileptologist during the COVID-19 pandemic | N. Sethi

181 Implementation of a Referral Process to Epilepsy Clinic from Kentucky Neuroscience Institute Resident Clinic | K. Dolbec; J. Chisholm; S. Waheed; J. Clay; R. Ward-Mitchell; M. Bensalem-Owen; S. Mathias

182 Readmission After EMU Discharge in a Nationally Representative Sample | L. Blank; P. Agarwal; N. Jette

183 Adding Nuance to “Zero Seizures and Zero Side Effects” | M. Marathe; R. Derry; K. Toyama; S. Joshi

184 Implementing a Co-located Behavioral Health Service for Parents Within a Pediatric Epilepsy Monitoring Unit: The First Year | K. Aravamudan; L. Thio; S. Lenze; C. Rogers; T. Tinnin

185 Centralized Efforts Transforming Global Care: The Ten-Year Impact of a Patient Advocacy Group - Medical Expert Partnership on Recognizing and Treating a Rare and Complex Epileptic Brain Malformation Syndrome | E. Nott; J. Cross; W. Gaillard; J. Kennan; J. Regis; O. Oatman; M. Beri; V. Boerwinkle; H. Shirozu; M. Hildebrand; S. Berkovic; J. Jacobs; E. Webster; L. Soeby; K. Ranson; K. Jensen; D. Curry; A. Arzimanoglou; A. Schulze-Bonhage; J. Wu

186 Facilitating the Transition from Pediatric to Adult Care for Youth with Epilepsy | F. Tirol; H. Wang

187 Impact of Educational Modules on Knowledge among Neuroscience Nurses Working in the Epilepsy Monitoring Unit | S. Bhatnagar; A. Ostendorf; J. Shoemaker

188 Activity Impairment and Healthcare Utilization in Hispanic People with Epilepsy and Depression | S. O’Kula; K. Kaur; T. Spruill; O. Devinsky; L. Diaz; B. Vazquez; A. Jongeling; D. Friedman

**PRACTICE RESOURCES**

189 A survey of patient’s values regarding their epilepsy management | F. Smith; W. Scharpf; S. Krishnaengar; B. Ramon; K. Zarroli

**EPIDEMIOLOGY**

190 Hospital readmissions in older adults with epilepsy in the US – a population-based study | C. Schreckinger; J. Lin; C. Kwon; P. Agarwal; M. Mazumdar; M. Dhamoon; N. Jette

191 Polypharmacy in patients with epilepsy: a nationally representative cross-sectional study | S. Terman; C. Aubert; C. Hill; D. Maust; J. Betjemann; C. Boyd; J. Burke

192 Sleep duration and quality among U.S. adults with epilepsy | N. Tian; A. Wheaton; M. Zack; K. Greenlund; J. Croft

193 Prevalence of Drug-resistant Epilepsy in an Academic Hospital in Alkhobar, Saudi Arabia | M. Alshurem; M. Aldosari; D. Aljaafari; I. Khuda; E. Shariff; A. Almatar; I. Alhashyan; M. Almuagiel; N. Almohish; H. Altaweel

**PUBLIC HEALTH**

194 The Role of Social Determinants in Epilepsy Treatment Gaps and Health Outcomes for Arizonans on Medicaid | J. Sirven; G. Sprout; M. Speer; G. Simic; S. Reddy

195 Epilepsy Safety Survey | H. Gong; L. Conners

196 Barriers to adherence to neurology clinic appointments for children with epilepsy – A pilot study | G. Kumar; R. Agarwal; J. Bailey; M. West

**CASE STUDIES**

197 A Case of Ictal Asystole in Temporal Lobe Epilepsy | Z. Wang; C. Schaefer; N. Sethi

198 Ictal central apnea in patient with medically intractable epilepsy | K. Schwartz; A. Balabanov; A. Lastra

199 Perampanel for the Treatment of Epilepsy in a Patient with Generalized Tonic-Clonic Seizures and Myoclonic Jerks | M. Holtzman

200 Bilateral Supplementary Motor Area Responsive Neurostimulation for Treatment of Super-Refractory Status Epilepticus | M. Siwoski; V. Shah; U. Uysal; C. Uloa; J. Cheng; P. Landazuri
201 Efficacy and Tolerability of Modified Atkins Diet in Children with Genetic Generalized Epilepsy; A Case Series | S. Kacker; C. Phitsanuwong

202 Leber’s Hereditary Optic Neuropathy and Epilepsy in a Female, Monozygotic Twin | G. Petito; P. Shear; J. Lynch; H. McKee

203 Functional Brain Connectivity from Interictal EEG in Epilepsy | E. Zarafshan; M. Ebrahimi Kalan; P. Forouzannezhad; U. Williams; M. Cabreraizo; M. Adouadi

LATE BREAKING

204 Speech and Cognition After Hemispherectomy for Hemimegalencephaly: A Report from the Global Pediatric Epilepsy Surgery Registry | M. Jones; K. Puka; G. Mathern

205 Feasibility of an ambulatory HD EEG system for home monitoring in Epilepsy Patients | E. Essaki Arumugam; F. Qian; L. Shuo; J. Landes; P. Luu; D. Tucker

206 Epileptic network as a pathological state with disturbed relaxation and increased network noise | L. Abrishami Shokooh; D. Toffa; P. Pouliot; F. Lesage; D. Nguyen

207 The Effects of Novel Cyclophilin D Inhibitors on Mitochondrial Permeability Transition Pore Opening | C. Gavrilovic; Y. Ahn; J. Rho

208 Novel BSN Gene Mutation with Intractable Epileptic Encephalopathy | K. Bricker; C. Lee

209 IV Ganaxolone in Pediatric Super-Refractory Status Epilepticus: A Single Patient Case Study | R. Singh; S. Robinett; A. Stewart; K. Van Poppel; J. Hulihan; M. Gasior; R. Singh

210 Near SUDEP during bilateral stereo-EEG monitoring characterized by diffuse postictal EEG suppression | M. Johnson; N. Samudra; M. Gallagher; B. Abou-Khalil; W. Nobis

211 BrainFocus: an online tool for seizure onset zone localization in patients with ictal EEG monitoring | M. Vila-Vidal; M. AlKhawaja; M. Carreño; P. Roldán; J. Rumia; G. Deco; A. Donaire; A. Tauste Campo
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BASIC MECHANISMS

Epileptogenesis of Acquired Epilepsies

212 The Effects of AZD on Different Neuronal Populations in Tumor-Associated Seizures | F. Khan; B. Gill; E. Merricks; A. Goldberg; X. Wu; A. Sosunov; T. Sudhakar; A. Dovas; M. Larizgoitia; G. McKhann; P. Canoll; C. Schevon

213 Microbiota depletion increases seizure incidence, severity, and modulates CNS inflammation in a mouse model of virus-induced epilepsy | A. DePaula-Silva; D. Doty; J. Sanchez; J. Libbey; K. Wilcox; R. Fujinami

214 Hyperactivation of Epigenetic HDAC Pathway in an Experimental Model of Acquired Epilepsy | V. Golub; D. Reddy

215 Absence of neuronal death during status epilepticus in vitro | K. Lillis; L. Lau; T. Balena; K. Staley

Epileptogenesis of Genetic Epilepsies

216 High-throughput functional evaluation of epilepsy-associated SCN2A variants | F. Potet; C. Thompson; T. Abramova; J. DeKeyser; J. DeKeyser; J. Millichap; A. George

217 Altered excitability, synaptic properties, and plasticity in the Scn1b knockout mouse model of Dravet syndrome | J. Chancey; A. Ahmed; A. McConnell; M. Howard

218 Integrated transcriptomics-metabolomics analysis implicates dysfunction of lysine metabolism in tuberous sclerosis complex | F. Chan; L. Bartolini; Q. Wu; S. Evans; E. Usai; B. Chan; C. Lewis; D. Uzun; N. Neeretti; C. Olugbo; W. Gaillard; J. Liu

219 Excitatory to Inhibitory Transition in GABAergic Currents Guides Circuit Formation of Cortical Interneurons | K. Zavalin; A. Hassan; C. Fu; Z. Khera; E. Delpire; A. Lagrange

220 Analysis of PI3K-AKT-MTOR spectrum disorders through deep genomic and functional models reveals new clinical insights and distinct molecular pathomechanisms | F. Pirozz; R. Shear; M. Berksesh; G. Ruggeri; N. Horsley; L. Gonzales; R. Kapur; J. Wright; J. Ojemann; E. Novotry; R. Saneto; W. Dobyns; G. Mirzaa

Electrophysiology/High Frequency Oscillations

221 Elevated temperature and interictal activity modulate hippocampal sharp-wave ripples in a mouse model of genetic epilepsy | M. Beckman; C. Cheah; W. Catterall; J. Oakley

222 Intercitial Epileptiform Discharges Disrupt Large-Scale Intercortical Networks | P. Dahal; J. Ferrero Lopez; A. Flinker; P. Dugan; D. Friedman; W. Doyle; O. Devinsky; D. Khodagholy; J. Geline

Mechanisms of Therapeutic Interventions

224 Heterozygous deletion of Trpv1 reduces the severity but not the frequency of spontaneous seizures in a Scn1a+- model of Dravet syndrome | V. Satpute; D. Bahceci; L. Anderson; D. Morgan; J. Arnold

225 5-HT2A Receptors Are Implicated in Seizure-Induced Respiratory Arrest in DBA/1 Mice | Y. Pan; Z. Tan; H. Feng

226 Heat shock proteins accelerate the maturation of brain endothelial cell glucocorticoid receptor in focal human drug-resistant epilepsy | C. Ghosh; S. Williams; L. Fergusan; W. Bingaman; I. Najm; M. Hossain

227 The Effect of Serotonergic Neurotransmission and Sleep State on Breathing During and After Kindled Seizures | K. Joyal; A. Petrucci; M. Littlepage-Saunders; G. Buchanan

Models

228 In-Vivo Preclinical Model of Glioblastoma Multiforme Induced Seizures | K. Howard; K. Vinokuroff; E. Pototskiy; K. Major; D. Sharma; V. André; A. Musto

229 Neuroprotection, neurotoxicity, and delayed neuronal death after brain injury and seizures | T. Balena; N. Rahmati; K. Lillis; K. Staley

230 Alzheimer’s disease-associated genetic variants differentially influence the development of corneal kindled seizures | K. Knox; C. Smith; A. Lo; S. Davidson; S. Jayadev; M. Barker-Haliski

231 Epileptic seizures lead to a loss of near-critical brain organisation in the zebrafish brain | D. Burrows; M. Richardson; D. Bassett; M. Meyer; R. Rosch

Other

232 Galanin Agonists as a Novel Neurotherapeutic Strategy for SUDEP | C. Metcalf

233 Identifying cardiac genetic biomarkers to predict the risk of sudden unexplained death in epilepsy | M. Soh; R. Bagnall; L. Bleakley; A. Phillips; C. Mckenzie; E. Mohamed Syazwan; C. Semsarian; I. Scheffer; S. Berkovic; C. Reid

TRANSLATIONAL RESEARCH

Human Studies

234 My Seizure Gauge: Epilepsy monitoring with noninvasive and minimally invasive devices | B. Brinkmann; P. Viana; E. Nurse; M. Nasser; P. Karoly; B. Joseph; S. Dumanis; A. Schulze-Bonhage; G. Worrell; M. Cook; M. Dümppelmann; M. Richardson; D. Freestone

235 Hypercapnic ventilatory response in epilepsy patients treated with VNS | D. Dragon; H. Winnike; P. Ten Eyck; M. Granner; G. Richerson; B. Gehlbach
Devices, Technologies, Stem Cells

236 Targeted Augmentation of Nuclear Gene Output (TANGO) of SCN1A Reduces Seizures and Rescues Parvalbumin Positive Interneuron Firing Frequency in a Mouse Model of Dravet Syndrome | E. Wengert; P. Wagley; A. Christiansen; S. Strohm; N. Reza; Z. Han; S. Ji; I. Wenker; R. Gaykema; G. Liau; M. Patel

237 Comparative analysis of clozapine and JHU37160 in chemogenetic seizure suppression in a mouse model for drug-resistant temporal lobe epilepsy | J. Desloovere; P. Boon; L. Larsen; M. Goossens; J. Delbeke; E. Carrette; K. Vonck; A. Meurs; W. Wadman; R. Raedt

238 The Byteflies Sensor Dot: A Multimodal, Discreet Wearable to Monitor Focal Seizures | W. Harvey; J. Nys; L. Veelaert; B. Vandendriessche; V. Broux; B. Verhelle; K. Jansen; L. Lagae; W. Van Paesschen

239 Parent Use of Electronic Seizure Diaries for Infantile Spasms and Comparison to Video EEG | B. LaGrant; D. Goldenholz; M. Braun; R. Moss; Z. Grinspan

Other

247 The relationship of calcium channel activation and optical intrinsic signals during in vivo cortical spreading depolarizations | C. LaSarge; C. McCoy; D. Namboodiri; S. Danzer; J. Skoch

NEUROPHYSIOLOGY

Video EEG Epilepsy-Monitoring

248 Why is Video-EEG Delayed in Dissociative Seizures? | W. Kerr; X. Zhang; E. Janio; C. Albas; A. Karimi; I. Dubey; S. Sreenivasan; J. Engel, Jr.; M. Cohen; J. Stern

249 Fast ripples analyzed from whole-night intracranial EEG recordings accurately predict epilepsy surgery outcome | P. Nevalainen; N. von Ellenrieder; P. Klimeš; F. Dubeau; B. Frauscher; J. Gotman

250 Towards Objective Targeting of Intracranial Electroencephalography Using Data-Driven Semiology-Brain Visualisation | F. Pérez-Garcia; A. Alim-Marvasti; G. Romagnoli; M. Clarkson; R. Sparks; J. Duncan; S. Ourselin

251 Ambulatory EEG versus Epilepsy Monitoring Unit: A Direct Comparison | Y. Mikhaeil-Demo; E. Bachman; K. Gonzalez Otarula; S. Schuele

252 Automating the detection of absence seizures in human non-invasive EEGs - a new tool | A. Sargsyan; L. Millist; P. Ossenblok; D. Melkonian; T. O’Brien

ICU EEG

253 Cefepime Induced Neurotoxicity and EEG changes in patients with elevated cefepime blood levels | V. Ballur Narayana Reddy; C. Hu; M. Alshaer; C. Peloquin; V. Venugopal; M. Bruzzone

254 Preserving Hope for Patients with Anoxic Brain Injury and Malignant EEG Findings | D. Sahajwalla; M. Kurukumbi; Y. Sampathkumar; G. Gilson; C. Shadowen

255 Acute Neurophysiologic Biomarkers Predicting Pediatric Post-Traumatic Epilepsy | B. Appavu; H. Temkit; S. Foldes; A. Jacobson; P. Adelson

256 Lateralized periodic discharges are predictors of seizure recurrence and clinical outcome in critically ill neurological patients | C. Nayak; S. Bandyopadhyay

Other Clinical EEG

257 Interviewing as a tool to increase social media engagement with research in clinical neurophysiology | S. Latif; H. Iwaki; E. Asano

258 The prevalence of REM sleep onset seizures in a cohort of patients who died of SUDEP | L. Goldstein; R. Tarighati Rasekhi; M. Sperling; M. Nei

259 Utilization of continuous EEG among people with intracranial hemorrhage | G. Martz; B. Conroy; S. Thompson; D. Formica; A. Hunter

260 Ride the Wave: Continuous Electroencephalography is Indicated in the Management of Traumatic Brain Injury | A. Eickholtz; S. Abbas; E. James; C. Gibson; G. Iskander; M. Lypka; L. Krech; S. Pounds; K. Burns; A. Chapman
261 Accuracy of seizure reporting in patients with communication deficits | Z. Campbell; K. Paulk

262 Video Ambulatory EEG in Children – A Quality Improvement Study | M. DiGiovine; S. Massey; D. LaFalce; L. Vala; L. Allen-Napoli; B. Banwell; N. Abend

263 Relationships between EEG and MRI findings in V180I and M232R genetic Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease | Y. Kitazawa; H. Kishida; K. Kimura; Y. Miyaji; Y. Higashiyama; H. Joki; H. Doi; H. Takeuchi; N. Ueda; F. Tanaka

264 Contemporary Causes in Over- and Under-reading of scalp EEG | H. Hasegaw

265 Corpus Callosotomy and Intracranial Electroencephalogram: Multi-Staged Diagnostic Procedure for Epileptogenic Focal Localization and Localization in Medically Refractory Focal Epilepsy Syndrome for Epilepsy Surgery | T. Hasan; A. Parvathaneni; A. Stevens; R. Riel-Romero

266 Stability of High Frequency Activity during 24 hours of Intracranial EEG | S. Foldes; A. Jacobson; B. Appavu; J. Kerrigan; P. Adelson

MEG

267 Lateralized neuromagnetic inferior frontal gyrus activation during auditory word recognition: correlation with Wada test results | H. Freeman; J. Killen; R. Martin; I. Mohamed

Brain Stimulation

268 The efficacy, safety and outcomes of Responsive neurostimulation (RNS) therapy in older adults | I. Zawar; M. Mackow; A. Alexopoulos; D. Nair; V. Punia
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Models
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466 Lack of spontaneous seizures in patients implanted with depth electrodes | J. Bottan; A. Suller Marti; J. Burneo; A. Parrent; K. MacDougall; R. McLachlan; S. Mirsattari; D. Dioso; D. Steven
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475 Acute and Long-term Electro-clinical Profile of Patients with Herpes Simplex Encephalitis | J. Khoury; V. Punia; T. Fan; C. Snider; A. Bhimraj
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478 Motor Manifestation of Insular Seizures with spread to the Cingulate cortex | P. Parikh; Z. Fitzgerald; H. Shaker; O. Grinenko; d. nair; P. Chauvel
479 Long Term Video EEG Findings in a Cohort of Hospitalized COVID-19 Patients | N. Zecavati; S. Miri; T. Wang; A. Safadi; G. Motamedi
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481 Epileptiform Activity and Seizures in Patients with Coronavirus Disease 2019 | F. Santos de lima; N. Issa; K. Seibert; J. Davis; R. Wlodarski; S. Klein; F. El Ammar; S. Wu; S. Rose; J. Tao
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MEG
483 Epileptiform activity detected from simultaneous MEG and EEG in patients with Alzheimer’s disease | M. Ochoa-Urrea; M. Funke; F. Maestu; J. Mosher; J. Garcia-Prieto; C. Farrell; O. Hasan; P. Schulz; S. Lhatoor
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Brain Stimulation
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Animal Studies
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493 Activation and inhibition of locus coeruleus neurons during acute hippocampal seizures in rats | L. Larsen; L. Stevens; K. Vonck; P. Boon; R. Raedt
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517 CORE-VNS: A Prospective Outcomes Registry of Patients With Drug-resistant Epilepsy Treated With Vagus Nerve Stimulation Therapy | P. Kwan; R. Verne; T. O’Brien; R. El Tahry; K. Keough; J. Bogg; F. Fahoum; T. Greco; W. Van Grunderbeek; A. Sen

518 Effectiveness and Tolerability of Perampanel in Epilepsy Patients Treated in Routine Clinical Practice: a Global Pooled Analysis Study | W. D’Souza; E. Trinka; T. Wu; I. Najm; M. Malhotra; L. Ngo; R. McMurray; V. Villanueva
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ACTIVITY OVERVIEW
This program will provide a comprehensive overview of tuberous sclerosis complex (TSC), including its pathophysiology, epidemiology, clinical course and manifestations, burden, and management, with a particular focus on the management of TSC-associated seizures. Using patient cases, the faculty will also address the appropriate management of the condition as it relates to patients of different ages, highlighting the continuum of care patients require as they transition from paediatric to adult health care.

Supported by an independent educational grant from Greenwich Biosciences, Inc.

www.medscape.org/symposium/tsc

Opinions presented during this Industry Satellite CME Symposia are those of the speaker and the ACCME-accredited provider and are not a reflection of AES opinions, nor are they supported, sponsored or endorsed by AES.

AN UPDATE ON SURGICAL AND NEUROMODULATION OPTIONS FOR THE TREATMENT OF DRUG-RESISTANT EPILEPSY

TOPIC 1
Overview of Surgical and Neuromodulation Options for the Treatment of Drug-Resistant Epilepsy (30 minutes)

Speaker
Ausaf Bari, MD, PhD
Assistant Professor & Neurosurgeon
UCLA Department of Neurosurgery
Los Angeles, CA

TOPIC 2
ANT DBS - Patient Candidacy and Current Experience (30 minutes)

Speaker
Dawn Eliashiv, MD
Co-Director Seizure Disorder Center, Professor of Neurology
UCLA Department of Neurology
Los Angeles, CA

TOPIC 3
Future Directions with ANT DBS — Sensing Research (30 minutes)

Speaker
Gregory Worrell, MD, PhD
Professor of Neurology
Mayo Clinic
Rochester, MN

TOPIC 4
Panel Discussion (30 minutes)

Disclaimer: Opinions presented during this industry-sponsored Satellite Educational Activity are those of the speakers and/or the sponsor and/or the accredited provider of continuing medical education, and are not a reflection of American Epilepsy Society opinions, nor are they supported, sponsored or endorsed by the American Epilepsy Society.
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ADVANCING TREATMENT IN PGTCS

DATE: Friday, December 4th
TIME: 6:30 PM ET – 9:30 PM ET
REGISTER HERE: AdvancingPGTCS.com

PRESENTED BY:

Steve Chung, MD
Chairman of Neurology and Executive Director of Neuroscience, Banner University Medical Center, Phoenix, AZ

Jacqueline French, MD
Professor of Neurology, Comprehensive Epilepsy Center at NYU Langone School of Medicine, New York, NY

David Vossler, MD
Medical Director of The Neuroscience Institute, Valley Medical Center, Renton, WA

Eric Piña-Garza, MD
Director of Pediatric Epilepsy, Centennial Children’s Hospital, Nashville, TN

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

• Understand the unmet needs of patients living with IGE
• Explore ‘time to event’ as innovative, patient-centric Phase 3 trial in patients with IGE
• Present clinical outcomes in patients with IGE

Disclaimer: Opinions presented during this industry-sponsored Satellite Educational Activity are those of the speakers and/or the sponsor and/or the accredited provider of continuing medical education, and are not a reflection of American Epilepsy Society opinions, nor are they supported, sponsored or endorsed by the American Epilepsy Society.
UPDATE AND ADVANCES IN NEUROMODULATION

Sunday, December 6th, 2020
6:00 - 8:30 PM (EST) | Virtual Symposium

SESSION 1 | 6:00 – 7:00 PM (EST)

Delays in Drug-resistant Epilepsy Treatment:
Occurrence and Consequences in England

Arjune Sen, PhD
Associate Professor, Consultant Neurologist
Oxford University Hospitals – John Radcliffe Hospital, UK
Oxford, United Kingdom

*Dr. Sen is speaking in a personal capacity and not as an academic of the University of Oxford or NICE.

Delays in Drug-resistant Epilepsy Treatment:
Occurrence and Consequences in the U.S.

Sandi K. Lam, MD, MBA
Division Head of Neurosurgery, Ann & Robert Lurie Children’s Hospital, Professor of Neurological Surgery, Northwestern University Feinberg School of Medicine
Chicago, IL, USA

SESSION 2 | 7:15 – 8:15 PM (EST)

Neuromodulation Devices for DRE: Factors to consider during the decision process

Robert S. Fisher, MD, PhD
The Maslah Saul Professor, Department of Neurology and Director of the Stanford Epilepsy Center
Stanford University
Palo Alto, CA, USA

Neuromodulation for Drug-resistant Epilepsy and Chronic Heart Failure:
Targets, Delivery, Composition, and Titration

James Udelson, MD
Chief of Cardiology, The Cardiovascular Center
Tufts Medical Center
Boston, MA, USA

REGISTER YOUR INTEREST
https://epilepsy.livanova.com/vns2020

AES2020 REGISTRATION IS REQUIRED.

This is a FREE event open to registrants of AES2020.

Opinions presented during the Industry Non-CME Satellite Symposium are those of the speakers and are not a reflection of American Epilepsy Society opinions, nor are they supported, sponsored or endorsed by the American Epilepsy Society.
PROGRAM OVERVIEW

In this program, the faculty will review and provide updates on the guidelines for managing seizure emergencies and address how participants can reduce the barriers to prehospital treatment through the use of Seizure Action Plans. They also will discuss recent clinical trials that may improve caregiver acceptance of rescue medications for status epilepticus. In addition, the faculty will address the similarities and differences in managing seizure emergencies for pediatric and adult patients.

CONTENT TOPICS

- Status epilepticus
- Benzodiazepines
- Acute recurrent seizures
- Antiepileptics

To access the Satellite Symposia go to: aes2020.hubb.me

This activity has been approved for AMA PRA Category 1 Credit™ and CNE credit.
Join us for a Virtual Symposium being held during AES2020

An Update on Rare Childhood-Onset Epilepsies

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 6, 2020
6:00 PM – 7:30 PM • aes2020.hubb.me

Elaine C. Wirrell, MD, FRCPC (Program Chair)
Professor of Neurology
Director of Pediatric Epilepsy
Mayo Clinic
Rochester, Minnesota

This activity has been approved for AMA PRA Category 1 Credit(s)™.

Jointly provided by Postgraduate Institute for Medicine and Miller Medical Communications, LLC.

This activity is supported by an independent educational grant from Zogenix, Inc.

Disclaimer: Opinions presented during this Industry-Sponsored Satellite Educational Activity are those of the speakers and/or the sponsor and/or the accredited provider of continuing medical education, and are not a reflection of American Epilepsy Society opinions, nor are they supported, sponsored or endorsed by the American Epilepsy Society.
The Epilepsy Leadership Council (ELC) is a coalition of professional, governmental, and non-profit organizations representing patients with epilepsy and their families. The ELC works collaboratively to support research and advocacy to improve the lives of individuals with epilepsy.

The Epilepsy Leadership Council is supported in part by a grant from Eisai Inc.
FYCOMPA (perampanel) tablets, for oral use, CIII
FYCOMPA (perampanel) oral suspension, CIII
Initial U.S. Approval: 2012
Brief Summary of Full Prescribing Information dated September 2020

WARNING: SERIOUS PSYCHIATRIC AND BEHAVIORAL REACTIONS

- Serious or life-threatening psychiatric and behavioral adverse reactions including aggression, hostility, irritability, anger, and homicidal ideation and/or behavior have been reported with FYCOMPA.
- Advising patients and caregivers to contact a healthcare provider immediately if any of these mood, behavior, or personal characteristics are not typical for the patient are observed while taking FYCOMPA or after discontinuing FYCOMPA.
- Close monitoring for mood, behavior, or personal characteristics, particularly during the titration period and at higher doses.
- FYCOMPA should be reduced if these symptoms occur and should be discontinued immediately if symptoms are severe or are worsening.

WARRIORS AND PRECAUTIONS

Serious Psychiatric and Behavioral Reactions: In the controlled partial-onset seizure clinical trials, hostility- and aggression-related adverse reactions occurred in 12% and 20% of patients randomized to receive FYCOMPA at doses of 8 mg and 12 mg per day, respectively, compared to 6% of patients in the placebo group. These effects were dose-related and generally appeared within the first 6 weeks of treatment, although new events continued to be observed through more than 27 weeks. FYCOMPA-treated patients experienced more hostility- and aggression-related adverse reactions that were serious, severe, and led to discontinuation, interruption, and discontinuation more frequently than placebo-treated patients. In general, in placebo-controlled partial-onset seizure clinical trials, neuropsychiatric events were reported more frequently in patients treated with FYCOMPA than in patients taking placebo. These events included irritability, aggression, anger, and anxiety, which occurred in 2% or greater of FYCOMPA-treated patients and twice as frequently as in placebo-treated patients. Other symptoms that occurred with FYCOMPA and were more common with placebo included depression, affect lability, agitation, and physical and sexual assault. Some of these events were reported as serious and life-threatening. Homicidal ideation and/or threat was reported in 0.1% of patients receiving FYCOMPA in controlled and open-label trials, including non-epilepsy trials. Homicidal ideation and/or threat have also been reported postmarketing in patients treated with FYCOMPA. In the partial-onset seizure clinical trials, these events occurred in patients treated with and without prior psychiatric history, prior aggressive behavior, or concomitant use of medications associated with hostility and aggression. Some patients experienced worsening of their pre-existing psychiatric illness, and some patients who were not previously agitated and unsteady reported new-onset affective disorders were excluded from the clinical trials. The combination of alcohol and FYCOMPA significantly worsened mood and increased anger. Patients taking FYCOMPA should avoid the use of alcohol. Similar serious psychiatric and behavioral adverse reactions were observed in the primary generalization tonic-clonic seizure clinical trial. In healthy volunteers taking FYCOMPA, observed psychiatric events included paranoia, euphoric mood, agitation, anger, mental status changes, and disorientation/confusional state. In the non-epilepsy trials, psychiatric events that occurred in patients treated more often than placebo included depression, anxiety, agitation, and suicidal ideation. Psychiatric events that occurred in patients treated more often than placebo included perturbation, restlessness, anxiety, agitation, and suicidal ideation. Psychiatric events that occurred more often than placebo included agitation, anxiety, irritability, and suicidal ideation. These events generally occurred during the titration period and at other times of dose increases. Dose of FYCOMPA should be reduced if these symptoms occur. Permanently discontinue FYCOMPA for persistent severe or worsening psychiatric symptoms or behaviors and refer for psychiatric evaluation.

Suicidal Behavior and Ideation Antiepileptic drugs (AEDs), including FYCOMPA, increase the risk of suicidal thoughts or behavior in patients taking these drugs for any indication. Patients treated with any AED for a duration of 12 weeks, the estimated incidence of suicidal behavior or ideation among 27,863 AED-treated and 4,767 placebo-treated patients at doses of 8 mg and 12 mg per day, respectively, compared to 2% of placebo-treated patients. Elderly patients had an increased risk of these adverse reactions compared to younger adults and pediatric patients. These adverse reactions occurred mostly during the titration phase and at higher doses.

Table 1. Risk by indication for antiepileptic drugs in the pooled analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indication</th>
<th>Placebo Patients with ≥1000 Patients</th>
<th>Drug Patients with ≥1000 Patients</th>
<th>Relative Risk: Incidence of Events in Drug Patients Compared to Placebo Patients</th>
<th>Risk Difference: Additional Drug Patients with Events per 100 Patients</th>
<th>FYCOMPA</th>
<th>Placebo Patients with ≥1000 Patients</th>
<th>FYCOMPA</th>
<th>Placebo Patients with ≥1000 Patients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Epilepsy</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychotic</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The relative risk for suicidal thoughts or behavior was higher in clinical trials for epilepsy than in clinical trials for psychiatric or other conditions, but the absolute risk differences were similar for the epilepsy and psychiatric indications. Anyone considering prescribing FYCOMPA or any other AED must balance the risk of using the drug with the risk of not using it or using an alternative therapy. AEDs also present the risk of several other serious adverse reactions, including liver dysfunction and some congenital malformations. Although FYCOMPA contains perampanel and is listed as a Schedule III controlled substance.
suicidal thoughts or behavior was generally consistent among drugs in the data analyzed. The finding of
patients was 0.43%, compared to 0.24% among 16,029 placebo-treated patients, representing an increase of
clinical trials (mono- and adjunctive therapy) of 11 different AEDs showed that patients randomized to one
behavior, and/or any unusual changes in mood or behavior. Pooled analyses of 199 placebo-controlled

Behavior and Ideation

severe or worsening psychiatric symptoms or behaviors and refer for psychiatric evaluation.

and for at least 1 month after the last dose of FYCOMPA, and especially when taking higher doses and

threat were exhibited in 0.1% of 4,368 FYCOMPA-treated patients in controlled and open label trials,

WARNINGS AND PRECAUTIONS

• Closely monitor patients particularly during the titration period and at higher doses
• These reactions occurred in patients with and without prior psychiatric history, prior aggressive

Drug Patients

Relative Risk:

Patients with Events

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drug</th>
<th>Relative Risk</th>
<th>Patients with Events</th>
<th>Patients with Events</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FYCOMPA</td>
<td>5.7 8.5 1.5 2.9</td>
<td>12% 16%</td>
<td>12% 16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Placebo</td>
<td>1.0 1.8 1.9 0.9</td>
<td>12% 16%</td>
<td>12% 16%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Adverse Reactions in Pooled Placebo-Controlled Trials in Adult and Adolescent Patients with Partial-Onset Seizures (Studies 1, 2, and 3) (Reactions ≥ 2% of Adults in FYCOMPA Group and More Frequent than Placebo) (cont.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reaction</th>
<th>Placebo</th>
<th>FYCOMPA 8 mg</th>
<th>FYCOMPA 12 mg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Confusion</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fatigue</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Headache</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somnolence</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irritability</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertigo</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vomiting</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight gain</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constipation</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nausea</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abnormal gait</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urinary tract infection</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lagophthalmia</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balance disorder</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rash</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Weight Gain: Weight gain has occurred with FYCOMPA. In controlled partial-onset seizure clinical trials, FYCOMPA caused weight gain at doses ≥ 12 mg/day as compared to an average of 0.3% in placebo-treated adults with a median exposure of 19 weeks. The percentages of adults who gained at least 7% and 15% of their baseline body weight in FYCOMPA-treated patients were 9.1% and 0.3%, respectively, compared to 4.5% and 0.2% of placebo-treated patients, respectively. Clinical monitoring of weight is recommended. Similar increases in weight were also observed in adult and adolescent patients treated with FYCOMPA in the primary generalized tonic-clonic seizure clinical trial. Euthyroid weight gain increases in triglycerides have occurred with FYCOMPA use. Comparison of Sex and Race: No significant sex differences were noted in the incidence of adverse reactions. Although there were few non-Caucasian patients, no differences in the incidence of adverse reactions compared to Caucasian patients were observed. Postmarketing Experience: The following adverse reactions have been identified during post approval use of FYCOMPA. Because these reactions are reported voluntarily from a population of uncertain size, it is not always possible to reliably estimate their frequency or establish a causal relationship to drug exposure. Dermatologic: Drug Reaction with Eosinophilia and Systemic Symptoms (DRESS). Psychiatric: Acute psychosis, hallucinations, delusions, paranoia, delirium, confusional state, disorientation, memory impairment.

DRUG INTERACTIONS

Concomitant use with FYCOMPA at a dose of 12 mg per day reduced levoamphetamine exposure by approximately 40%. Use of FYCOMPA with contraceptives containing levonorgestrel may render them less effective. Additional non-hormonal forms of contraception are recommended. Moderate and Strong CYP3A4 Inducers: The concomitant use of known moderate and strong CYP3A4 inducers including carbamazepine, phenytoin, or oxcarbazepine with FYCOMPA decreased the plasma levels of perampam by approximately 50-67%. The doses for FYCOMPA should be increased in the presence of moderate or strong CYP3A4 inducers. When these moderate or strong CYP3A4 inducers are introduced or withdrawn from a patient's treatment regimen, the patient should be closely monitored for clinical signs of induction and tolerability. Dose adjustment of FYCOMPA may be necessary. Alcohol and Other CNS Depressants: The concomitant use of FYCOMPA and CNS depressants including alcohol may increase CNS depression. A pharmacodynamic interaction study in healthy subjects found that the effects of FYCOMPA on complex tasks such as driving ability were additive or supra-additive to the impairing effects of alcohol. Multiple dosing of FYCOMPA 12 mg per day also enhanced the effects of alcohol to induce drowsiness, slurred speech, and ataxia, and the increased levels of anger, confusion, and depression. These effects may also be seen when FYCOMPA is used in combination with other CNS depressants. Care should be taken when administering FYCOMPA with these agents. Patients should limit activity until they have established the usual dose of CNS depressants (e.g., benzodiazepines, narcotics, barbiturates, sedating antihistamines). Advise patients not to drive or operate machinery until they have gained sufficient experience with FYCOMPA to gauge whether it adversely affects these activities.

USE IN SPECIFIC POPULATIONS

Pregnancy
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Table 3. Adverse Reactions in a Placebo-Controlled Trial in Patients with Partially Generalized Tonic-Clonic Seizures (Study 4) (Reactions ≥ 4% of Patients in FYCOMPA Group and More Frequent than Placebo)
SERIOUS PSYCHIATRIC AND BEHAVIORAL REACTIONS
In the partial-onset seizures clinical trials, hostility- and aggression-related adverse reactions occurred in 12% and 20% of patients randomized to receive FYCOMPA at doses of 8 mg and 12 mg per day, respectively, compared to 6% of patients in the placebo group. These effects were dose-related and generally appeared within the first 6 weeks of treatment, although new events continued to be observed through more than 37 weeks. These effects in FYCOMPA-treated patients led to dose reduction, interruption, and at higher doses than placebo-treated patients. Homicidal ideation and/or threat have also been reported in patients with prior psychiatric history, prior aggressive behavior, or concomitant use of medications associated with hostility and aggression.

SUICIDAL BEHAVIOR AND IDEATION
Antiepileptic drugs (AEDs), including FYCOMPA, increase the risk of suicidal thoughts or behavior in patients. Anyone considering prescribing FYCOMPA or any other AED must balance the risk of suicidal thoughts and behavior against the risk of untreated illness. Patients should be carefully observed for signs or symptoms of worsening depression, suicidal thoughts or behavior, thoughts about self-harm and/or any unusual changes in mood or behavior. Should suicidal thoughts and behavior emerge during treatment, consider whether the emergence of these symptoms in any given patient may be related to the illness being treated.

DIZZINESS AND GAIT DISTURBANCE
FYCOMPA caused dose-related increases in events related to dizziness and disturbance in gait or coordination. Dizziness and vertigo were reported in 35% and 47% of patients in the partial-onset seizure trials randomized to receive FYCOMPA at doses of 8 mg and 12 mg per day, respectively, compared to 10% of placebo-treated patients. Gait disturbance related events were reported in 12% and 16% of patients in the partial-onset seizure clinical trials randomized to receive FYCOMPA at doses of 8 mg and 12 mg per day, respectively, compared to 2% of placebo-treated patients. These adverse reactions occurred mostly during the titration phase. These adverse reactions were also observed in the PGTC seizure clinical trial.

IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION

WARNING: SERIOUS PSYCHIATRIC AND BEHAVIORAL REACTIONS
• Serious or life-threatening psychiatric and behavioral adverse reactions including aggression, hostility, irritability, anger, and homicidal ideation and threats have been reported in patients taking FYCOMPA.
• These reactions occurred in patients with and without prior psychiatric history, prior aggressive behavior, or concomitant use of medications associated with hostility and aggression.
• Advise patients and caregivers to contact a healthcare provider immediately if any of these reactions or changes in mood, behavior, or personality that are not typical for the patient are observed while taking FYCOMPA or after discontinuing FYCOMPA.
• Closely monitor patients particularly during the titration period and at higher doses.
• FYCOMPA should be reduced if these symptoms occur and should be discontinued immediately if symptoms are severe or are worsening.

SOMNOLENCE AND FATIGUE
FYCOMPA caused dose-dependent increases in somnolence and fatigue-related events. Somnolence was reported in 16% and 18% of patients in the partial-onset seizure trials randomized to receive FYCOMPA at doses of 8 mg and 12 mg per day, respectively, compared to 7% of placebo-treated patients. Fatigue-related events were reported in 12% and 15% of patients in the partial-onset seizure trials randomized to receive FYCOMPA at doses of 8 mg and 12 mg per day, respectively, compared to 5% of placebo-treated patients. These adverse reactions occurred mostly during the titration phase. These adverse reactions were also observed in the PGTC seizure clinical trial. Patients should be advised against engaging in hazardous activities requiring mental alertness, such as operating motor vehicles or dangerous machinery, until the effect of FYCOMPA is known. Patients should be carefully observed for signs of central nervous system (CNS) depression when FYCOMPA is used with other drugs with sedative properties because of potential additive effects.

FALLS
Falls were reported in 5% and 10% of patients in the partial-onset seizure clinical trials randomized to receive FYCOMPA at doses of 8 mg and 12 mg per day, respectively, compared to 3% of placebo-treated patients.

DRUG REACTION WITH EOSINOPHILIA AND SYSTEMIC SYMPTOMS (DRESS)
DRESS, also known as multiorgan hypersensitivity, has been reported in patients taking AEDs, including FYCOMPA. DRESS may be fatal or life-threatening. DRESS typically, although not exclusively, presents with fever, rash, lymphadenopathy, and/or facial swelling, in association with other organ system involvement. If signs or symptoms are present, immediately evaluate the patient and discontinue FYCOMPA if an alternative etiology for signs or symptoms cannot be established.

WITHDRAWAL OF AEDs
A gradual withdrawal is generally recommended with AEDs to minimize the potential of increased seizure frequency, but if withdrawal is a response to adverse events, prompt withdrawal may be considered.

MOST COMMON ADVERSE REACTIONS
The most common adverse reactions in patients aged 12 years and older receiving FYCOMPA (≥5% and ≥10% higher than placebo) include dizziness, somnolence, fatigue, irritability, falls, nausea, weight gain, vertigo, ataxia, headache, vomiting, contusion, abdominal pain, and anxiety. Adverse reactions in patients aged 4 to <12 years were generally similar to patients aged 12 years and older.

DRUG INTERACTIONS
FYCOMPA may decrease the efficacy of contraceptives containing levonorgestrel. Plasma levels of perampanel were decreased when administered with known moderate and strong CYP3A4 inducers, including, carbamazepine, phenytoin, or oxcarbazepine. Multiple dosing of FYCOMPA 12 mg per day enhanced the effects of alcohol on vigilance and alertness, and increased levels of anger, confusion, and depression. These effects may also be seen when FYCOMPA is used in combination with other CNS depressants.

PREGNANCY AND LACTATION
Physicians are advised to recommend that pregnant patients taking FYCOMPA enroll in the North American Antiepileptic Drug (NAAED) Pregnancy Registry. Caution should be exercised when FYCOMPA is administered to pregnant or nursing women as there are no adequate and well-controlled studies in pregnant women, and no data on the presence of FYCOMPA in human milk, the effects on the breastfed child, or the effects of the drug on milk production.

HEPATIC AND RENAL IMPAIRMENT
Use in patients with severe hepatic or severe renal impairment is not recommended. Dosage adjustments are recommended in patients with mild or moderate hepatic impairment. Use with caution in patients with moderate renal impairment.

DRUG ABUSE AND DEPENDENCE
FYCOMPA is a Schedule III controlled substance and has the potential to be abused and lead to drug dependence and withdrawal symptoms including anxiety, nervousness, irritability, fatigue, asthenia, mood swings, and insomnia.

LEARN MORE AT FYCOMPA.COM/HCP

Please see Brief Summary of Prescribing Information on preceding pages.
FYCOMPA® (perampanel) is indicated in patients with epilepsy aged 4 years and older for partial-onset seizures (POS) with or without secondarily generalized seizures and adjunctive therapy for patients aged 12 years and older for primary generalized tonic-clonic (PGTC) seizures.

SEE THE LATEST PARTIAL-ONSET DATA IN BOTH FIRST ADJUNCTIVE AND MONOTHERAPY

RETHINK YOUR APPROACH TO CONVULSIVE SEIZURE FREEDOM

FYCOMPA® is a registered trademark of Eisai R&D Management Co., Ltd., licensed to Eisai Inc.

Please see Important Safety Information, including a Boxed WARNING for Serious Psychiatric and Behavioral Reactions, on adjacent page. Please see Brief Summary of Prescribing Information on preceding pages.